Football was played **SAFELY** in the fall during the height this pandemic by teams at the professional, collegiate, HS and MS levels in states all across the country. Football is being played throughout the DMV now. Montgomery County is the only county that is using false baseless ignorant misinformation to keep us from playing the sport we love. No data has been produced to prove football spreads the virus more than other sports. That statement alone doesn't even make logical sense. I have friend’s children that played football for full season in the fall in TX, FL, and GA. I have a son that played football in the fall all the way to the National Championship. A nephew that has been wrestling in Howard County since July. NONE of them have had coronavirus. It is absurd to use such obvious erroneous information to pit one sport against another and to further segregate this county. Yes, I said segregate. We all know the true demographics of who is actually being affected by these false narratives put forth by this council.

***ALL SPORTS PLAY OR NO SPORT PLAYS***